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In Pieces
Backstreet Boys

[Intro]
Bm  D  A  G

[Verse 1]
Bm        D             A
So I lay awake another hour
      G              Bm
Just like the one before
              D                  A
The shadows play a game with my head
         G            Bm
I can t take this anymore

[Pre-Chorus]
            D
I hear the sound
            A
Of my own breathing
    G
It makes me miss you more

[Chorus]
B                     F#m
Wake me up when it is over
          A
After the ending
          G         A         B
When the damage has all been done
                     F#m
I do not want to be somewhere
               A             Em
Where you can watch me as I bleed
                       B   F#m
Just leave me here in pie__ces
    A   Em
In pie__ces

[Verse 2]
Bm                 D
I can t take the chance
           A
Of running into
     G            Bm
You running into me



             D
So lock the door
               A
And close the window
G               Bm
I just want to see

[Pre-Chorus]
           D
Until the day
           A
Inside my future
     G
When I ll be on my feet

[Chorus]
B                     F#m
Wake me up when it is over
          A
After the ending
          G         A         B
When the damage has all been done
                     F#m
I do not want to be somewhere
               A             Em
Where you can watch me as I bleed
                       B   F#m
Just leave me here in pie__ces
    A   Em
In pie__ces

[Bridge]
G                    Em
If you want you can find me
        D               Em
On the dark side of the sun
G                     Em                 B  F#m  B
Babe I don t want to see what we have beco________me
     F#m                  Bm
The damage has all been done

[Instrumental]
Bm  D  A  G

[Final Chorus]
B                     F#m
Wake me up when it is over
          A
After the ending



          G         A         B
When the damage has all been done
                     F#m
I do not want to be somewhere
               A             Em
Where you can watch me as I bleed
                       B   F#m
Just leave me here in pie__ces  (Just leave me here in pieces)
    A   Em
In pie__ces  (Leave me here in pieces)
    B   F#m
In pie__ces  (Wake me up when it is over)
    A   Em
In pie__ces  (Just wake me up when it is over)

B  F#m


